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The objective of this assignment is to create 

and post a product demand creation 

assumptions briefing note.  This briefing note 

will utilize information provided by 

interviews from two or three competitors on 

how they created and are continuing creating 

product demand. 

Just as in Barbra’s Product Demand Creation 

Briefing Note, she describes her product as a 

something that is not in the “have-to-have” 

but the “nice-to-have” category, my product 

is in the same category.  My product will be 

competing with a lot of competition in an 

already convoluted and established market.  

Creating customer demand without breaking 

the bank is the only way that I would be able 

to function without outside investors.  

Keeping my initial production at a reasonable 

amount, I would keep my advertisement 

strategy on par with my production.  The 

calendar to my right breaks down a typical 

month that I will utilize for promoting my 

product and creating demand with minor 

tweaks, for example, promoting at a local 

club versus a club in New York. 

When I interviewed the owner of 

Chesapeake Distillery, Chris Richeson, he 

informed on keys ways that he creates 

demand.  He operates a small distillery that 

produces Vodka and Rum.  His main way and 

most economical way of creating interest in 

his products are to have a tasting booth at 

various location.  With this method, he 

indicated that there was a significant 

increase in sales for that period.  When I 

went to tour Anheuser Busch Brewery plant 

in Jacksonville, FL, they reported that their 
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marketing campaign was global and far-reaching.  Their advertisement budget is on the other 

end of the spectrum in comparison to Chesapeake Distillery’s budget.  I like to describe 

Anheuser Busch advertisement approach as constant bombardment.  Their means of attracting 

new customers ranges from social media to super bowl ads to being displayed in high budget 

movies.  When I interviewed the owner of O’Connor Brewer, Keven O’ Connor, he informed me 

that his primary means to create demand was to have different events, offer tastings at the 

location and offer tours. 

My approach to creating demand will be driven by my budget, which in actuality is a good 

thing.  Having a tight budget will foster necessity, which will spawn creativity.  I initially want to 

utilize social media, local events, and local venues, this approach will allow me to create a 

brand that has a local feel.  I am relying on fostering an extensive earlyvangelists customers 

base in the local area.  I have networked with a few local bartenders and promoters that should 

help me promote my brands in social media and sponsored events. 

Social Media 

Utilizing Facebook, Instagram, Linkedin, and Twitter is a free and powerful tool.  I already have 

an associate that is willing to promote my product through these channels at a cost of almost 

nothing.  This associate is already a social network junky, but he is also a good friend.  So 

initially, I will utilize his expertise in helping my promotion campaign.  My goal is not to 

constantly talk about my brand but to present different local events, different ways to make 

classic drinks with my product, and promote other people’s venues.  Promotion of other 

peoples’ event and places will foster a mutual respect. 

Local Events 

Promotion of my product at local car shows, carnivals, professional gatherings, sporting events, 

etc. will be one of my most sought out means to creating customer demand.  This approach will 

provide me with almost instant feedback on my product.  I will also be able to interact directly 

with my potential clients.  The most important aspect is that I am local small business, which 

majority of the population want to support.  Based on a survey fielded by the UPS Store in 

2014, 94 percent of consumers say that doing business with small businesses in their 

communities is important.  This survey also indicated that 90 percent of the respondents think 

that small businesses are vital to the U.S. economy (Sophy, 2014). 

Local Venues 

In working with local venues, I would utilize local bartenders, promoters, my military 

connections, and friends to help convince local venues in allowing me to promote my product.  

I hope that there is an increase in sales revenue for the local site during my product promotion.  

This prosperous relationship will increase the ease of more promotion, foster partnerships, and 

increase customer demand. 
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